
Spiritual Warfare Sermon 16: Ephesians 6:18: The discipline of prayer

OUTLINE

Praying at all times
Praying in the Spirit
Praying with all prayer

INTRODUCTION

Prayer is the easiest thing and the hardest thing for the believer.  It is easy for Christ has 
opened up the way, we have the Spirit to help us, the Word to inform us and the Father 
warmly welcomes us; but we are sinners and prayer is unnatural to fallen man as doubting 
and self-sufficient.  Prayer is the most pleasant and most painful experience for the believer. 
It is pleasurable because of the rich spiritual experiences of peace, assurance, love, faith 
and joy; but it is painful because of the sight we have of ourselves, how serious our sin is 
and how deep the need of our broken world is.  Prayer is full of paradoxes because we are 
saved but still in a fallen world, and another tension that we need to consider is the fact that
prayer is both a duty and a delight.  These words duty and delight have often been seen as 
contradictory for how can one delight in something if you don’t want to do it but have to do 
it.  In Eden our duties would have been our delights and we would not have been dragged 
to them but would have run to them, but now on account of our sins we realise that 
discipline and duty precedes delight.  So today as we continue thinking deeply about prayer 
we want to consider the deliberate disciplined duty of prayer and will look at the various 
types of prayer in Ephesians 6:18 in order to better facilitate the delights of prayer.  

Praying at all times

Ephesians 6:18, ‘praying at all times in the Spirit, with all prayer and supplication.’  1 Thess. 
5:16-18, ‘Rejoice always, 17 pray without ceasing, 18 give thanks in all circumstances; for 
this is the will of God in Christ Jesus for you.’  The first part of prayer I would like us to 
consider is Paul’s command for us to pray at all times, or to pray without ceasing.  Many 
have been a little confused by this command thinking that they are to become monks in a 
monastery because to be constantly praying prevents one from doing a regular job.  How 
can you speak to people if you are constantly speaking to God, how can you focus on those 
tasks that demand a lot of concentration and uninterrupted thought?  
  
When Paul calls upon us to pray without ceasing or at all times he is merely telling us to live 
as if God is real.  Praying without ceasing is not talking without ceasing but in every 
situation turning to God in prayer.  Paul sees prayer as the background music of our lives, 
that song which never ends which is sometimes in the background while we work; 
sometimes being hummed by us; sometimes being sung out loud with accompanying dance 
moves.  You will notice in 1 Thess. 5:16-18 that he tells us to rejoice always, is this a 
random command to put on a song a pretend to be happy?  No, it is an acknowledgement 
that no matter what our situation is we always have true reasons for rejoicing.  We can 
rejoice in our troubles because they are appointed by a loving Father and are working 
together for our good.  We rejoice in the inevitable glory that awaits us because God will 
keep us for the heaven He has laid up for us.  To simply acknowledge the fact of God’s 
providence and purposes leads to constant rejoicing. 
 
Likewise think about the command to give thanks in all circumstances.  This is not a positive
thinking technique where you manufacture feelings through actions or words; no it is the 



logical outworking of the facts.  God in His providence organizes every detail of our lives, 
there are no coincidences, there is no luck or fate, all is ordered by His purposes.  Therefore
no matter what we go through we go through it deliberately and God does all things 
according to His good fatherly purpose.  This is reason for thanksgiving.  Likewise, there is 
nothing that we have that is not loaned to us by God, be it life, breathe, family, work, sleep, 
etc.  All is from God and thanksgiving is an acknowledgement of this fact.  Rejoicing always 
is the logical reaction to the facts of our salvation and God’s providence, thanksgiving is a 
response to the fact that all of our lives are lived by grace.  What facts are we responding to
that make praying at all times/without ceasing the appropriate atmosphere of our lives and 
not a random burden?

That we need help from God in everything we do; we need God to help us in giving us 
strength for each task as well as we need Him to exert His power in ordering circumstances 
and bring about results which we cannot perform.  Our weakness and dependence impress 
upon us that we are in constant need of His aid; this is why we are to pray at all times.  This
is not a legalistic requirement set upon us to torment us but the logical outworking of our 
constant need and reliance upon God.  Please remember that Paul is speaking to us about 
prayer in the context of spiritual warfare.  We are attacked on every side, surrounded by 
enemies from within and without, we are weak within ourselves and have deep need for His 
strength.  God commands us to pray at all times for our good.

Are you living in light of these truths and therefore praying at all times?  As Christians we 
often live as practical atheists.  We trust in doctors and medicine for healing and forget that 
God has appointed and can strengthen those means to us.  We trust in our seatbelts and 
insurance for the protection of our lives and goods not God who orders each day.  We are 
more diligent in searching out specials and sales than asking for our daily bread.  Our sins 
are absolved by our culture who tells us we are good people instead of regular confession of
sin.  Physical fitness in the mornings has replaced spiritual exercises.  To remember that God
is worthy of our worship, that He is our hearts delight and satisfaction, that we are in need 
of His working in our situations, that we are in need of His inner workings in our hearts, and
that He has a will for our lives and this world, that He is the only one who can change 
hearts and minds in salvation.  To remember these truths will naturally lead us to praying 
always.

Praying in the Spirit 

Paul adds that it is our duty to pray in the Spirit.  What does this mean?  It does not mean 
to pray in tongues.  Paul does talk about praying with his spirit in 1 Cor. 14 but here he is 
talking about praying in the Spirit.  Some have thought that this means praying from the 
heart with a genuine spirit.  However, it is more likely that the mention of the Spirit, as is 
often the case with Paul is to view the Spirit as the opposite of the flesh.  If we were to pray
in the flesh we would be praying selfishly, in accordance with our own goals and desires, but
to pray in the Spirit means to pray in agreement with His holy will not the flesh.  We would 
add that we can make sure our prayers are in accord with the Spirit by basing our prayers 
upon the word which was given by the Spirit.  If we want to guarantee that our prayers are 
not from ourselves but from God that He will not reject them then we must conform our 
prayers to the Word.  Some have launched here into the idea that praying in the Spirit is 
trying to discern an inner voice, but this is to miss Paul’s usual way of contrasting the flesh 
with the Spirit.  Praying in the Spirit is not only possible for those who hear an inner voice, 
no every Christian can discern the mind of the Spirit from His word and pray in the Spirit.  
This is Paul’s way of stressing that we must not merely pray a lot but pray intelligently and 
according to God’s will.  



Praying with all prayer

Next Paul talks about ‘with all prayer and supplication.’  Paul here is calling us to pray in all 
of the different ways the Scripture teaches us.  We must pray publicly and privately, silent 
and verbal, rejoicing and mourning, etc.  The observation has been made that the psalms 
have a very wide variety of prayer.  We all have personalities that give us a general direction
in all of our actions.  Some of us are more introspective, some of us are more bold, some of 
us are more compassionate and this will come through in the ways that we pray.  But the 
psalms have all manner of prayer to stimulate us to all prayer and supplication.  For the 
timid we have bold prayers, for the doubting we have faith filled prayers, for the sinner we 
have models of confession, for the hurting we have complaining prayers, for the persecuted 
there are prayers, for the proud there are humble prayers, for the grateful there are thankful
prayers, for the depressed there are words for their state.  I have found that Luther’s 
teaching on a method for prayer combines most forms of prayer into one.

Luther was once writing to his barber on the matter of prayer and here is a summary of his 
instructions on prayer.1  
Firstly, Luther encourages us to cultivate the daily habit of prayer.  He encourages us to pray
in the morning and the evening, so that it is the first and last thing that we do each day.  He
reminds us that prayer is a command and must be cultivated.  It was Jesus habit to prepare 
for the day with early prayer and we should be prepared as well.  Many saints have testified 
to the wisdom of praying before your day begins, like tuning an instrument before a concert.
Today we have the practice of the quiet time.  This is a fairly new introduction to church 
history having been started in the 1940s.  Today you might even hear of people talking 
about the notion of a daily quiet time as something that is not commanded and is legalistic. 
I disagree, I even know of ministers who have been removed from the ministry who denied 
the need for regular daily devotions due to moral failure.  Without regular daily prayer we 
cannot be holy, it is as simple as that.
Secondly, focus your thoughts and engage your affections.  Prayer is a lifting up of the heart
to God and meditating upon Scripture is the best way of doing this.  Listen to George 
Mueller on this point:
‘The first thing to be concerned about was not how much I might serve the Lord, how I 
might glorify the Lord; but how I might get my soul into a happy state, and how my inner 
man might be nourished.

For I might seek to set the truth before the unconverted, I might seek to benefit believers, I
might seek to relieve the distressed, I might in other ways seek to behave myself as it 
becomes a child of God in this world; and yet, not being happy in the Lord, and not being 
nourished and strengthened in my inner man day by day, all this might not be attended to in
a right spirit.

Before this time my practice had been, at least for ten years previously, as an habitual thing 
to give myself to prayer, after having dressed myself in the morning. Now, I saw that the 
most important thing I had to do was to give myself to the reading of the word of God, and 
to meditation on it, that thus my heart might be comforted, encouraged, warned, reproved, 
instructed; and that thus, by means of the word of God, whilst meditating on it, my heart 
might be brought into experimental communion with the Lord.

1 From Tim Keller’s Prayer, ch. 6.  



I began therefore to meditate on the New Testament from the beginning, early in the 
morning.

The first thing I did, after having asked in a few words the Lord blessing upon his precious 
word, was, to begin to meditate on the word of God, searching as it were into every verse, 
to get blessing out of it; not for the sake of the public ministry of the word, not for the sake 
of preaching on what I had meditated upon, but for the sake of obtaining food for my own 
soul.

The result I have found to be almost invariably this, that after a very few minutes my soul 
has been led to confession, or to thanksgiving, or to intercession, or to supplication; so that,
though I did not, as it were, give myself to prayer, but to meditation it turned almost 
immediately more or less into prayer. When thus I have been for a while making confession, 
or intercession, or supplication, or have given thanks, I go on to the next words or verse, 
turning all, as I go on, into prayer for myself or others, as the word may lead to it, but still 
continually keeping before me that food for my own soul is the object of my meditation.

The result of this is, that there is always a good deal of confession, thanksgiving, 
supplication, or intercession mingled with my meditation, and that my inner man almost 
invariably is even sensibly nourished and strengthened, and that by breakfast time, with rare
exceptions, I am in a peaceful if not happy state of heart. Thus also the Lord is pleased to 
communicate unto me that which, either very soon after or at a later time, I have found to 
become food for other believers, though it was not for the sake of the public ministry of the 
word that I gave myself to meditation, but for the profit of my own inner man.

With this mode I have likewise combined the being out in the open air for an hour, an hour 
and a half, or two hours, before breakfast, walking about in the fields, and in the summer 
sitting for a little on the stiles, if I find it too much to walk all the time. I find it very 
beneficial to my health to walk thus for meditation before breakfast, and am now in the 
habit of using the time for that purpose, that when I get into the open air I generally take 
out a New Testament of good-sized type, which I carry with me for that purpose, besides 
my Bible; and I find that I can profitably spend my time in the open air, which formerly was 
not the case, for want of habit. I used to consider the time spent in walking a loss, but now 
I find it very profitable, not only to my body, but also to my soul. The walking out before 
breakfast is of course not necessarily connected with this matter, and every one has to judge
according to his strength and other circumstances.

The difference, then, between my former practice and my present one is this: Formerly, 
when I rose, I began to pray as soon as possible, and generally spent all my time till 
breakfast in prayer, or almost all the time.

At all events I almost invariably began with prayer, except when I felt my soul to be more 
than usually barren, in which case I read the word of God for food, or for refreshment, or 
for a revival and renewal of my inner man, before I gave myself to prayer. But what was the 
result ? I often spent a quarter of an hour; or half an hour, or even an hour, on my knees, 
before being conscious to myself of having derived comfort, encouragement, humbling of 
soul, etc.; and often, after having suffered much from wandering of mind for the first ten 
minutes, or a quarter of an hour, or even half an hour; I only then began really to pray.

I scarcely ever suffer now in this way. For my heart being nourished by the truth, being 
brought into experimental fellowship with God, I speak to my Father and to my Friend (vile 



though I am, and unworthy of it) about the things that he has brought before me in his 
precious word.

It often now astonishes me that I did not sooner see this point. In no book did I ever read 
about it. No public ministry ever brought the matter before me. No private intercourse with 
a brother stirred me up to this matter. And yet now, since God has taught me this point, it is
as plain to me as anything, that the first thing the child of God has to do morning by 
morning is, to obtain food for his inner man.

As the outward man is not fit for work for any length of time except we take food, and as 
this is one of the first things we do in the morning, so it should be with the inner man. We 
should take food for that, as every one must allow. Now what is the food for the inner man?
Not prayer, but the word of God; and here again, not the simple reading of the word of God,
so that it only passes through our minds, just as water runs through a pipe, but considering 
what we read, pondering over it, and applying it to our hearts. When we pray, we speak to 
God.

Now, prayer, in order to be continued for any length of time in any other than a formal 
manner, requires, generally speaking a measure of strength or godly desire, and the season,
therefore, when this exercise of the soul can be most effectually performed is after the inner
man has been nourished by meditation on the word of God, where we find our Father 
speaking to us, to encourage us, to comfort us, to instruct us, to humble us, to reprove us. 
We may therefore profitably meditate, with God's blessing, though we are ever so weak 
spiritually; nay, the weaker we are, the more we need meditation for the strengthening of 
our inner man. There is thus far less to be feared from wandering of mind than if we give 
ourselves to prayer without having had previously time for meditation.

I dwell so particularly on this point because of the immense spiritual profit and refreshment 
I am conscious of having derived from it myself, and I affectionately and solemnly beseech 
all my follow believers to ponder this matter. By the blessing of God I ascribe to this mode 
the help and strength which I have had from God to pass in peace through deeper trials, in 
various ways, than I had ever had before; and after having now above fourteen years tried 
this way, I can most fully, in the fear of God, recommend it. In addition to this I generally 
read, after family prayer, larger portions of the word of God, when I still pursue my practice 
of reading regularly onward in the Holy Scriptures, sometimes in the New Testament and 
sometimes in the Old, and for more than twenty-six years I have proved the blessedness of 
it. I take, also either then or at other parts of the day, time more especially for prayer.’2 

Luther’s third point is that we pray through the 10 commandments.  He looks at each of the 
10 commandments in 4 ways.  Firstly, instruction, for example what does the first 
commandment teach me, that there is only one God whom I must worship.  Secondly, 
thanksgiving, for what can I give thanks from this command, namely that He is my God and 
has saved me from worshipping false gods.  Thirdly, confession, is there a sin that this 
commandment reveals, for example have I made an idol of anything?  Fourthly, request, 
does this command lead me to ask anything specific, like for knowledge of Him for worship, 
etc.  

Luther’s fourth point is to pray through the Lord’s Prayer.  The value of this prayer is not in 
repeating it but personalising each request.  When we pray through this prayer it also takes 

2 http://www.foundationsforfreedom.net/Topics/Devotions/Devotions020.html



us through the various forms of prayer.  We begin with praise and adoration as we pray to 
our Father.  We also pray with thanksgiving, confession and supplication.  

Fifthly, Luther reminds us to pray from the heart.

Sixthly Luther reminds us that the Spirit can often come and take us to other places and we 
must not be so hung up on these forms that we cannot be taken more deeply into certain 
paths of thought.  These are very fruitful times when we follow the Spirit as He turns our 
hearts to ponder certain things more deeply.

When it comes to prayer there are many different ways to pray.  Let each one of us consider
ourselves on a journey and that each of us has much to learn.  Prayer is difficult but it is 
rewarding, and we must push on and persevere in prayer.  There is no one form that suits 
all, you must find your rhythm and those things that help you most.  If you are struggling 
try other methods do not settle for a bad prayer life.  It is an essential part of spiritual 
warfare and our relationship with God.    

   
           

       


